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Q1Excited state absorption of DNA bases in the gas
phase and in chloroform solution: a comparative
quantum mechanical study†

Daniil A. Fedotov, a Alexander C. Paul, b Henrik Koch, bc Fabrizio Santoro, d

Sonia Coriani ab and Roberto Improta Q2
e

We study the excited state absorption (ESA) properties of the four DNA bases (thymine, cytosine,

adenine, and guanine) by different single reference quantum mechanical methods, namely, equation of

motion coupled cluster singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD), singles, doubles and perturbative triples

(EOM-CC3), and time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT), with the long-range corrected

CAM-B3LYP functional. Preliminary results at the Tamm–Dancoff (TDA) CAM-B3LYP level using the

maximum overlap method (MOM) are reported for Thymine. In the gas phase, the three methods predict

similar One Photon Absorption (OPA) spectra, which are consistent with the experimental results and

with the most accurate computational studies available in the literature. The ESA spectra are then

computed for the pp* states (one for pyrimidine, two for purines) associated with the lowest energy

absorption band, and for the close lying np* state. The EOM-CC3, EOM-CCSD and CAM-B3LYP

methods provide similar ESA spectral patterns, which are also in qualitative agreement with literature

RASPT2 results. Once validated in the gas phase, TD-CAM-B3LYP has been used to compute the ESA in

chloroform, including solvent effects by the polarizable continuum model (PCM). The predicted OPA

and ESA spectra in chloroform are very similar to those in the gas phase, most of the bands shifting by

less than 0.1 eV, with a small increase of the intensities and a moderate destabilization of the np* state.

Finally, ESA spectra have been computed from the minima of the lowest energy pp* state, and found in

line with the available experimental transient absorption spectra of the nucleosides in solution, providing

further validation of our computational approach.

1 Introduction

Pump–probe spectroscopy is the key tool to investigate fast
photoinduced dynamics.1–3 In transient absorption experi-
ments, the excited state prepared by the pump pulse can
further absorb the probe pulse, a process known as excited
state absorption (ESA), which, together with the ground state
bleaching and the stimulated emission, determines the

observed signal.1,2 Each excited electronic state has its char-
acteristic ESA spectrum, making the correct interpretation of
this phenomenon fundamental to disentangle the photoac-
tivated dynamics.1,2 This is a quite challenging task due to
the large congestion of the excited electronic states in the
high energy region and, at the same time, to the ‘interfer-
ence’ of emission and ground state absorption processes,
making the contribution of quantum mechanical calcula-
tions crucial.4–14 In this respect, in a very recent study15 we
considered the two lowest excited states of uracil and bench-
marked the ESA spectra computed by TD-DFT and the widely
used CAM-B3LYP functional,16 with those provided by some
accurate wavefunction-based methods, namely equation of
motion coupled cluster singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD),17

singles, doubles and perturbative triples (EOM-CC3)18 and
three methods of the Algebraic Diagrammatic Construction
family, namely ADC(2), ADC(2)-x and ADC(3).19 Our investi-
gation was presented shortly after a comprehensive study of
the ESA from pp* of DNA bases at the RASPT2 level by Jaiswal
et al.13
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In this study, we take further steps towards a full assessment
of the performance of different single reference electronic
structure methods in calculations of the ESA spectra. In parti-
cular, we extend our comparative analysis to all DNA bases:
thymine, cytosine, adenine, and guanine (see Fig. 1). For these
species, we compute one-photon absorption (OPA) and ESA
spectra at the Franck–Condon (FC) point, for the first (or two
first) lowest-energy pp* states plus the lowest-energy np* state,
in gas phase. In this first task, we compare the predictions of
TD-DFT/CAM-B3LYP, EOM-CCSD, and EOM-CC3. At least for
the lowest-energy pp* states, the results of the recent RASPT2
study mentioned above13 provide an additional useful check,
especially for what concerns the possible effect of double
excitations. Using thymine as test case, we also carry out
exploratory ESA calculations using the MOM-TDA approach.
The ESA spectra are in this case obtained by computing, at
CAM-B3LYP TDA level, the OPA of non-aufbau solutions of the
Kohn–Sham equations corresponding to the dominant Mole-
cular Orbital (MO) excitation in the excited states of interest.
These higher energy KS solutions can be interpreted as single-
determinant approximations to the excited states of the system
and are optimized using the MOM approach.20 MOM-TDDFT
(and even MOM-CCSD) is often used to obtain X-ray absorption
spectra of valence excited states, i.e. to simulate valence pump-
core probe spectra,21–24 but hardly explored for ESA in the UV-
vis region.

Having assessed the accuracy of CAM-B3LYP, in a second
step of our analysis we use this method to compute the ESA for
all the bases in chloroform solution, simulated by means of the
polarizable continuum model (PCM).25 Finally, we compute the
ESA in chloroform from the minima of the lowest-energy bright
states, in order to allow a more direct comparison between our
predictions and the available experimental spectra.

We selected the DNA bases for two different reasons. On one
side, they are fairly complex heterocyclic molecules, pyrimi-
dines (thymine and cytosine) and purines (adenine and gua-
nine) with exocyclic substituents (carbonyl and amino groups)
strongly coupled with the p ring. As a consequence, several
excited states with different character (pp*, np*, ps*, and

Rydberg states) lay close in energy in the FC region.26 They
constitute therefore challenging, and, at the same time, proba-
tive test cases. On the other side, the photoactivated dynamics
of nucleobases is of great biological relevance, since absorption
of UV light by DNA can trigger many potentially dangerous
oxidative processes.27–29 For this reason, many time-resolved
experiments and computational studies are available for
nucleobases, providing extremely useful data for any compara-
tive analysis.26,30–35

2 Computational details

Cs-Symmetry structures of all molecules were optimised at the
CAM-B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory (Fig. 1), to allow for
perfect separation of the pp* and np* systems. We checked that
this approximation has a negligible effect on the computed
spectra. In the following they will be referred to as the FC point.
TD-DFT calculations using the CAM-B3LYP functional were
carried out with Dalton.36 The EOM-CCSD and EOM-CC3
calculations in gas phase were performed using eT.37 The aug-
cc-pVDZ basis set was used in all cases. Test calculations were
performed at the CAM-B3LYP level, computing the spectra also
with the minimal 6-31G(d) basis set. The results are shown in
the ESI.† The spectra in chloroform solution were obtained
applying PCM25 in chloroform, without any further geometry
optimization. In fact, as we show for the OPA spectra in Fig. S10
(ESI†), the additional effect due to re-optimization in PCM is
only marginal. The absolute minima of the lowest-energy bright
excited state for each base were optimized at the PCM/CAM-
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level. Cs-Symmetry minima of the same
state have also been located, under the constraint of planarity,
at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level. TD-DFT calculations in
the Tamm–Dancoff approximation (TDA) were run with
Turbomole38 and Q-Chem.39 The MOM-TDA ESA calculations
on thymine were also performed with Q-Chem.39 The latter
results are reported in the Fig. S22 (ESI†) and briefly discussed
in the following section. Unless otherwise specified, in the
main text we report and discuss the full TD-DFT results (i.e.
considering the off-diagonal coupling term between ‘excita-
tions’ and ‘de-excitations’). Tables collecting the TD-DFT,
EOM-CCSD and EOM-CC3 OPA and ESA (energies and oscilla-
tor strengths) for each electronic transition are given in the
ESI.†

Here and in the ESI,† smooth lines for electronic OPA and
ESA spectra are simply obtained by applying a phenomenolo-
gical Lorentzian broadening with half width at half maximum
(HWHM) equal to 0.0045563 hartree (1000 cm�1) to the stick
transitions. Therefore, we do not explicitly account for vibronic
effects since this would require a considerable additional effort.
It is worth noticing that, using vibronic approaches, Avila
Ferrer et al.40 have shown that quadratic couplings, and in
particular those arising from the changes of the normal mode
frequencies between the initial and final state, are expected to
introduce a B0.1 eV red shift of the center of gravity of the
spectrum with respect to the vertical transition. Using the
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Fig. 1 The molecules considered in the study: (a) thymine; (b) cytosine;
(c) adenine; (d) guanine.
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classical nuclear ensemble approach and analysing a data set of
28 organic molecules Bai et al.41 obtained the estimate of 0.1 �
0.08 eV for the red shift between the maximum of the spectrum
and the vertical excitation. Moreover, in a recent contribution42

we have shown that even neglecting quadratic couplings, but
including inter-state nonadiabatic couplings, vibronic effects
cause a B0.1–0.2 red-shift of the OPA maxima of nucleobases
in gas phase.42 In the Section S1.3 (ESI†), we plot together
computed and available experimental OPA spectra. However,
for the reasons discussed above and taking into account under
which experimental conditions the spectra were measured (in
some cases at very high temperature, in some cases involving
more than one tautomer, while we only consider one), we here
keep the discussion on the inaccuracy of the computed vertical
transitions on a qualitative base.

The first ionization energy (IE) of the ground state was
obtained at the EOM-CCSD and EOM-CC3 level as excitation
into a bath orbital.43–45 For CAM-B3LYP, we computed the IE as
difference between the total energy of the cation and the total
energy of the neutral at the FC geometry (DSCF). Estimates of
the first ionization energy of the excited states were calculated
as difference between the first IE of the ground state and the
excitation energy of the valence excited state of interest, accord-
ing to the vertical approximation. A summary of IEs for all
systems is presented in ESI† in Table S1. For a characterization
of the relevant excited states in terms of natural transition
orbitals (NTO), see Fig. S1 (ESI†).

To facilitate the discussion, we report in Fig. S2–S5 in ESI† a
comparison of our OPA and ESA spectra with those constructed
from the RASPT2/ANO-L energies and oscillator strengths of
ref. 13.

As detailed in Table S2 (ESI†), for thymine and cytosine at
least 40 excited states have been included in the ESA calcula-
tions for all the methods considered. This enabled us to obtain
spectra up to 4 eV. For adenine and guanine, at the EOM-CC3
and EOM-CCSD level it was only possible to include a smaller
number of states. As a consequence, the computed spectra
cover a smaller energy region, i.e. up to 1–1.8 eV for EOM-CC3,
up to 2–2.8 eV for EOM-CCSD, and up to B3 eV for CAM-B3LYP.

3 Results

The results presented in Sections 3.1–3.4 all refer to OPA and
ESA spectra computed at the ground state equilibrium geome-
try. For each nucleobase, we first analyse the OPA spectra in the
gas phase, making a quick comparison with literature data
(experiments and calculations). A comparison between TD-
CAM-B3LYP and PCM/TD-CAM-B3LYP spectra then provides
insights on the solvent effect. Analogously, we first discuss, for
each excited state, the ESA in the gas phase computed by the
different methods here examined and, finally, we check for the
effect of the solvent on the computed ESA. Finally, in Section
3.5 we discuss ESA spectra computed at the minima of the
lowest-energy excited bright states.

3.1 Thymine

Fig. 2 shows that the OPA spectra computed in the gas phase by
CAM-B3LYP and EOM-CC3 are fairly similar. They exhibit two
bands slightly above 5 eV and at B6.5 eV, with similar intensity,
followed by a more intense one at B7.8 eV. The EOM-CCSD
spectrum has a similar shape, with a uniform blue-shift of
B0.2 eV. The RASPT2 spectrum is also similar to the CAM-
B3LYP one, but for a small uniform red-shift.9,13 As it is shown
in the Fig. S6 (ESI†), all the spectra are consistent with the
available experimental ones (see ref. 42 and 13 for a discus-
sion). The EOM-CC3 peaks are blue shifted by B0.4 eV with
respect to the experiments,46 a value which is expected to be
partially due to the absence of vibronic effects in the present
calculation (additional discussion in the ESI†).40,42 The lowest
energy band is associated to a pp* state, with HOMO - LUMO
character, though in the gas phase the lowest energy excited
state is a np* state. This picture is very similar to the one we
analyzed in detail in our previous study on uracil.15
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Fig. 2 Thymine. Upper panel: OPA at EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ and
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ levels of theory in gas phase. Bottom panel:
OPA at CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory in gas phase and in
chloroform solution. Geometry optimized in the gas phase enforcing Cs

symmetry. The vertical lines indicate the first ionisation energy in the gas
phase (DSCF at DFT level). HWHM = 0.0045563 hartree.
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Inclusion of solvent effects has a very modest influence on
the OPA spectrum, apart from a general increase of the inten-
sities, likely due to the linear response implementation of PCM
in TD-DFT.47,48 The most significant consequence is the desta-
bilization (by B0.23 eV) of the np* state, confirming a trend
already evidenced in the literature.26,49 As a consequence, the
np* state is S1 in the gas phase and S2 in chloroform.

As shown in Fig. 3, EOM-CC3 and CAM-B3LYP predict
similar gas phase ESA spectra for the lowest-energy bright state,
the former being, on the average, slightly red-shifted. We
observe a broad absorption band in the 1–2.5 eV range, due
to several, closely lying, weak transitions with a prominent peak
at B1.5 eV and another, smaller, at B2 eV. Then, two very large
peaks are predicted at B3 and B3.5 eV. On balance, the EOM-
CCSD spectrum is also similar to the EOM-CC3 one, though
with more intense peaks.

Overall, these spectra are consistent with the predictions of
RASPT2,9,13 taking into account that, due to the selection of the
active space and the basis set employed there, the number of
excited states in RASPT2 is smaller and only pp* transitions are
considered.9,13 Indeed, according to RASPT2, the ESA spectrum
is made up of two peaks at 1.2 and 1.5 eV, a smaller one at B2
eV, and two more intense ESA transition at B3 and B3.5 eV,13

see also Fig. S2 (ESI†).

The gas phase ESA spectrum computed for the lowest energy
np* state in the gas phase (see Fig. 3) is rather similar to the one
predicted for uracil,15 with two weak bands peaking at B2 eV
and B4 eV. Also in this case, EOM-CC3 and CAM-B3LYP spectra
are very similar, while according to EOM-CCSD the lowest
energy band is blue shifted by B0.5 eV.

Like for OPA, inclusion of solvent effect has limited effect on
the computed ESA, which is dominated by transitions between
states with the same symmetry. As a consequence, the ESA
spectra computed in chloroform are very similar to those
obtained in the gas phase, yet some differences appear. For
example, the lowest energy ESA band exhibits a small, but well
visible, red-shift in chloroform. This is due to the small
separation induced by the solvent between the 2A0 and 3A0

transitions, which are instead almost iso-energetic in the gas
phase. A more important effect is observed for the second ESA
band of the np* state, which is red-shifted by B0.6 eV in
chloroform.

To conclude this section, we briefly comment on TDA versus
TD-DFT for the OPA spectrum, as well as on MOM-TDA versus
regular TDA quadratic response for ESA. With reference to Fig.
S22 (ESI†), TDA and TD-DFT yield similar spectral shape for the
OPA and ESA spectra, the main difference is a small blue shift
in energy, and a more peaked shape of the intense band at
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Fig. 3 Thymine. Upper panels: ESA at EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ and EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ levels of theory in gas phase. Bottom panels: ESA at
CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory in gas phase and in chloroform solution. The spectra in dashed line are enhanced by the factor given in the
figures. Geometry optimized in the gas phase enforcing Cs symmetry. The vertical lines indicate the first ionisation energy in the gas phase (see Section 2
for details). HWHM = 0.0045563 hartree.
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around 8 eV. The TDA ESA spectra obtained from the MOM-
optimized 1n and 1p states differ more noticeably from those
yielded by TDA quadratic response, as even more blue-shifted
compared to TD-DFT. Even though the intensities are of
comparable size, noticeable intensity redistribution is more-
over observed between the peaks. Given these results, and
keeping in mind that the final excited states obtained from
MOM-TDA are significantly spin-contaminated, it is unclear
whether MOM-TDA linear response is a valuable alternative to
quadratic response TDA/TD-DFT to obtain ESA spectra. Further
studies are clearly needed.

3.2 Cytosine

In the case of cytosine, we focused our analysis on the keto-
amino tautomer, which is the most stable in condensed
phase11 and the one present within DNA. Note, however, that
other tautomers are more stable in gas phase,50,51 and they
have to be included when comparing the experimental and the
computed OPA spectra. A complete analysis at non-adiabatic
vibronic level was provided by some of us in ref. 51. Moreover,
in ref. 42 we also showed that, alike the case of the other
nucleobases, even for cytosine vibronic effects are expected to
red-shift the predicted OPA maximum.

In Fig. 4 we report the OPA spectra computed with EOM-CC3
and EOM-CCSD in the gas phase, and at the TD-CAM-B3LYP
level both in the gas phase and in chloroform. EOM-CC3
predicts four prominent peaks below 7 eV, and, after a broad
and rather structureless absorption band, another peak just
above 8 eV. EOM-CCSD and TD-CAM-B3LYP provide very simi-
lar spectral patterns, for what concerns the relative energy and
intensity of the main peaks, but the spectra are almost uni-
formly shifted by 0.2–0.3 eV. A detailed description of the
lowest energy excited states of cytosine can be found in ref.
42 and 52. The S1 state is a pp* transition, with predominant
HOMO - LUMO character, while the S2 np* state involves the
excitation from the lone pair of the nitrogen in position 3
towards the LUMO. The three methods applied in this study
provide OPA spectral shapes very similar to those obtained by
RASPT2/ANO-L,9,13 which are in almost quantitative agreement
with EOM-CC3, apart from a more intense central peak and a
slight shift of the band at 8 eV, see Fig. S3 (ESI†). We refer to
Fig. S7 (ESI†) for a comparison with existing experimental data.

Inclusion of solvent effects has the same, small, impact on
the OPA spectrum, as we have already discussed for Thy – that
is, a general increase of the intensities and a destabilization (by
B0.3 eV) of the np* states.

In Fig. 5 we report the ESA computed at the same level of
theory as the OPA. In the gas phase, the three methods predict
quite similar ESA spectra for the lowest energy pp* state. We
observe a first peak just below 1 eV and another broad band
centered at B2 eV. However, the presence of many very weak
transitions, associated to Rydberg states, makes the entire
spectrum below 3 eV very congested and not well resolved.
After a peak at B3 eV, at B3.5 eV we then find two intense
transitions, which give rise to a very strong band. The main
quantitative difference between the three spectra is a blue-shift

of the most intense peak predicted by EOM-CCSD. These
spectra are consistent with those computed at the RASPT2/
ANO-L level (see Fig. S3, ESI†), especially when considering that
in this latter study only pp* transitions are included.9,13 At this
latter level of theory, after two weak transitions at B0.9 eV and
B2.2 eV, a strong peak at 3.35 eV is found.

The gas phase ESA spectrum of the lowest energy np* state is
generally weaker than the one of the pp* state, but in the low-
energy region where it is more intense. Therefore, it is possible
that, if it is sufficiently populated, np* can actually contribute
to the spectral signal at low energies.

As for thymine, inclusion of solvent effect has very little
impact on the computed ESA. The most significant difference
between the spectra computed in chloroform and in the gas
phase is the small red-shift of the lowest energy peak, due to the
slight destabilization of the lowest energy pp* state in chloro-
form. Moreover, in solution the most prominent peak, at B3.5
eV, is better resolved.
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Fig. 4 Cytosine. Upper panel: OPA at EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ and
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ levels in gas phase. Bottom panel: OPA at
CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory in gas phase and in chloroform
solution. Geometry optimized in the gas phase enforcing Cs symmetry.
The vertical lines indicate the first ionisation energy in the gas phase (DSCF
at DFT level). HWHM = 0.0045563 hartree.
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3.3 Adenine

We have analysed the 9-H tautomer of Adenine, since it is the
most stable even in gas-phase,42 and is the species present
in DNA.

In the OPA spectrum (see Fig. 6), EOM-CC3, EOM-CCSD and
TD-CAM-B3LYP predict one intense peak falling at B5.3 eV, a
more intense one at B6.5 eV, and a very broad absorption in
the 7–8 eV region. These predictions appear in good agreement
with the available experimental results, (see the spectra col-
lected in ref. 13, as well as Fig. S8 in the ESI†) but for an
uniform blue-shift of B0.35 eV, which is partially due to the
lack of vibronic effects in our calculations. The lowest energy
band is due to two pp* transitions usually labelled as La and Lb,
according to the Platt nomenclature. The former, more intense,
has a predominant HOMO - LUMO character, the latter,
rather weak, a more significant HOMO - LUMO+1
contribution.26 Additionally, there is a close lying np* state,
which corresponds to a transition from the N1 and N3 lone
pairs to the LUMO p* orbital.26 Confirming previous
studies,26,53,54 at the TD-CAMB3LYP level, La is more stable
than Lb, whereas EOM-CCSD and EOM-CC3 provide the oppo-
site trend. However, assessing the exact energy ordering
between La and Lb, which are strongly vibronically coupled,42

is not relevant for the present study, as we shall compute the
ESA of both states.

Also for adenine, inclusion of solvent effects by PCM has a
modest effect on the computed OPA. We observe a small red-
shift of the lowest energy bands and the ‘usual’ increase in the
intensity. The np* state is confirmed to be destabilized in
chloroform, by B0.25 eV, less than what observed for the
pyrimidines.

We start our analysis of the ESA (see Fig. 7) for the Lb state,
the lowest energy one at the EOM-CCSD/CC3 level. Due to the
large computational cost, the EOM-CC3 spectrum is limited to
the 20 lowest energy states. As a consequence, we limit our
discussion to the 0–2 eV energy window. Here, EOM-CC3 and
CAM-B3LYP spectra are similar, with a first band peaking just
above 1 eV, followed by a peak, slightly more intense, at 1.5 eV.
The EOM-CCSD spectrum is also similar, but for a blue-shift of
the two peaks and for the inversion of their relative intensity. At
higher energy, both EOM-CCSD and TD-CAM-B3LYP provide a
broad absorption band between 2 and 3 eV, with two main
peaks at B2.3 and B2.7 eV. In the investigated energy range,
these spectra are in line with those obtained at the RASPT2
level,13,55 see Fig. S4 (ESI†).

Concerning the absorption from La, EOM-CC3 and TD-CAM-
B3LYP predict extremely close spectra, but for a small blue-shift
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Fig. 5 Cytosine. Upper panels: ESA at EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ and EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ levels of theory in gas phase. Bottom panels: ESA at TD-
CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory in gas phase and in chloroform solution. The spectra in dashed line have been enhanced by the factor
indicated. Geometry optimized in the gas phase enforcing Cs symmetry. The vertical lines indicate the first ionisation energy in the gas phase (DSCF at
DFT level). HWHM = 0.0045563 hartree.
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of the latter. An intense band appears between 1 and 2 eV,
peaking at B1.4 eV, with a shoulder at 1.7 eV and a very long
tail in the red. Then, shallow absorption in the 2–3 eV energy
range is predicted by TD-CAM-B3LYP. The EOM-CCSD spec-
trum is quite similar, but the relative intensity of the lowest
energy main peaks is reverted with respect to the predictions of
EOM-CC3 and CAM-B3LYP. Significant absorption is then pre-
dicted between 2 and 3 eV, with a prominent peak around 2.5
eV, not obtained by TD-CAM-B3LYP.

The spectra in Fig. 7 are in good agreement with the ESA
computed in this energy window at the RASPT2 level, which for
La predicts a strong peak just above 1 eV, and for Lb three bands
of increasing intensity at B1, 2, and 2.5 eV.13

EOM-CC3, EOM-CCSD and TD-CAM-B3LYP agree in yielding
a rather substantial ESA also for the np* state. All the computed
spectra show a first band peaking at B1 eV, with a long red-

wing, and then several peaks between 1.5 and 2 eV, giving rise
to a band, broader according to CAM-B3LYP, peaking at B1.8
eV. Then, CAM-B3LYP yields a very intense peak a 2.5 eV, which
is, at least partially, also present at the EOM-CCSD level.

The spectra reported in Fig. 7 show that inclusion of solvent
effect has a very limited impact on the computed ESA. Besides
the small increase of the intensity, we observe a slight blue-shift
of the most intense band of La, with the peaks present in the
gas phase almost coalescing in a single one.

3.4 Guanine

We focus our analysis on the 9-H tautomer, which is the one
present in the DNA. On the other hand, as discussed in a recent
study,42 in the comparison with experimental spectra obtained
in the gas phase, the contribution of the 7-H tautomer should
be considered.42 Due to the size and the large number of
excited states of guanine, our EOM-CC3 and EOM-CCSD analy-
sis for OPA is limited to the lowest energy 6.7 eV and 7.8 eV,
respectively, while the ESA spectra cover only the 0–2.5
eV range.

As shown in Fig. 8, in agreement with previous studies,26

including the RASPT2 one,13,56 for the 9-H tautomer, TD-CAM-
B3LYP and EOM-CC3 predict a strong OPA above 5 eV, with two
peaks at 5.0–5.1 eV and at 5.5 eV, the most intense one. The
EOM-CCSD spectrum is more intense and slightly blue-shifted
with respect to the EOM-CC3/TD-CAM-B3LYP ones. Then
another intense multi-peaked band is found above 7 eV,
according to both TD-CAM-B3LYP and EOM-CCSD. Also for
guanine one should recall that inclusion of vibronic effects is
expected to introduce a red-shift of the spectra by 0–10.2 eV.42

The lowest energy band is due to two bright pp* transitions,
which, as for Adenine, are usually labelled as La and Lb. For
guanine, however, Lb is twice as intense as La. As already
discussed,42,57 the lowest energy dark excited state is a mixed
ps*/Rydberg transition, which corresponds to S1 in the gas
phase and to S2 in chloroform. For consistency with the other
bases, we instead focus on the lowest energy np* state, which
involves an excitation from the oxygen lone pair to the p*
LUMO and it is almost isoenergetic with Lb in the gas phase.

According to EOM-CC3, EOM-CCSD, and TD-CAM-B3LYP
the first peak in the gas phase ESA spectrum of La (see Fig. 9)
falls at B0.5 eV and corresponds to the La - Lb transition. The
three methods also agree in predicting two additional fairly
intense transitions, of similar intensity, the 1–2 eV spectral
range. At 2.4–2.5 eV both EOM-CCSD and TD-CAM-B3LYP
provide an intense band, followed, according to CAM-B3LYP
of an even stronger band above 3 eV. These spectra are similar
to those predicted by RASPT2,13 but for small energy shifts and
changes in the relative intensity of the transitions in the range
1.5–2.5 eV.

The most intense Lb ESA peak below 3 eV falls instead at B1
eV, according to EOM-CC3, EOM-CCSD and TD-CAM-B3LYP.
The latter method then predicts two other intense peaks just
below and above 2 eV. RASPT2 also predicts a strong band
centered around 1 eV, but no strong peak is then found until 3
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Fig. 6 Adenine. Upper panel: OPA at EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ and
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ levels in gas phase. Bottom panel: OPA at
CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory in gas phase and in chloroform
solution. Geometry optimized in the gas phase enforcing Cs symmetry.
The vertical lines indicate the first ionisation energy in the gas phase (DSCF
at DFT level). Note that for CAM-B3LYP in gas phase the first intense peak
is La, with np* almost overlapping with it. Then Lb follows. In solution, the
first intense peak is La, followed by Lb and then by np*. HWHM =
0.0045563 hartree.
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eV (i.e. the rather strong transitions around 2 eV are missing),13

see Fig. S5 (ESI†).
Finally, the ESA spectrum of the lowest energy np* state

exhibits many transitions, but rather weak (see Fig. 9), with
EOM-CC3, EOM-CCSD and TD-CAM-B3LYP methods providing
fairly similar spectral patterns in the low-energy region. A first
band is predicted just below 1 eV and a second one, more intense,
at B1.5 eV (according to CAM-B3LYP) and B1.8 eV (according to
EOM-CCSD). In the high energy part of the spectrum, the TD-
CAM-B3LYP method predicts a band at B2.7 eV.

The qualitative trends associated to the inclusion of solvent
effects are the same discussed until now: a general increase in the
intensity, and B0.25 eV blue-shift of the lowest-energy np* state.
Interestingly, the ESA spectrum computed in solution for this
latter state is significantly more intense than in the gas phase. For
guanine some additional transitions also appear in the blue-wing.
However, this is likely due to the stabilization of some excited
states associated to fairly intense transitions that ‘enter’ among
the excited states considered when computing the spectrum.

3.5 ESA of pp* at pp*-minima

As discussed in the introduction, the reliable computation of
ESA is an important step towards the interpretation of

Transient Absorption experiments (TAS). Unfortunately, a
direct comparison with experiments is not easy. First, the
experimental spectra are affected by additional processes, such
as ground state bleaching and stimulated emission, that are
not considered in our calculations, and could mask the ESA in
the high energy region, i.e., in our case, at l o 350 nm.
Moreover, TAS58,59 also monitors ultrafast dynamical processes,
involving several excited states, where the role of vibronic
effects and even that of the characteristics of the laser fields
(time duration, central frequency, shape) are very important.
These effects are expected to be particularly influential for
nucleobases, whose bright excited-state lifetime in chloroform
is ultrashort (r1 ps),58–60 since the path from the FC point to
the lowest energy Conical Intersection (CoI) with the ground
state S0 is characterized by a very small, or vanishing energy
barrier.26 In this scenario, only the direct simulation of the TAS
spectra or, at least, a complete characterization of the ESA
along the decay path from the FC point to the CoI, both well
beyond the scope of this study, could provide the basis of a fully
reliable assignment of the experimental results.

On the other hand, though for nucleobases ESA in the FC
region could affect the experimental TAS, ESA from the minima
of the bright states is expected to play an important role in
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Fig. 7 Adenine. Upper panels: ESA at EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ and EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ levels in gas phase. Bottom panels: ESA at CAMB3LYP/
aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory in gas phase and in chloroform solution. The spectra in dashed line were enhanced by the factors indicated in the figures.
Geometry optimized in the gas phase enforcing Cs symmetry. The vertical lines indicate the first ionisation energy in the gas phase (DSCF at DFT level). It
was assumed that EOM-CC3 provides the same order of states as EOM-CCSD. HWHM = 0.0045563 hartree.
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determining the spectral signal, and, therefore, TAS experiments
can provide a meaningful test of the accuracy of our predictions.
As final step of our analysis, we have therefore computed the ESA
from the minima of the lowest-energy pp* bright states for all the
nucleobases, where the ring exhibits significant deviations from
planarity. For adenine and guanine, we focused on the La mini-
mum, which, independently of the predictions concerning the
relative stability with respect to Lb in the FC region, is associated
to the lowest energy minimum, according to the vast majority of
electronic structure methods.26

For all nucleobases, in addition to the absolute minimum,
we also computed the ESA from the planar pseudo-minimum of
the lowest-energy bright state, optimized in Cs symmetry. In
fact, due to the absence of a large energy barrier, the photo-
excited wave-packet is expected to rapidly pass through the non
planar region of the potential energy surface (PES). If we further
consider that non-planar structures should be characterized by
lower oscillator strengths, it is possible that also ESA from the
planar minima could provide a significant contribution to the
TAS, especially in the ultrafast time-regime, where the system
approximately preserves a planar configuration. Moreover, for
these structures, the signals from pp* and np* states are
separated, and this allows a more in-depth analysis. As final
caveat before comparing our predictions with experimental
TAS, please keep in mind that the experiments were carried
out on bulky nucleoside derivatives,58,59 whereas we here study
the bare nucleobase.

As reported in Fig. 10, the spectra computed at the planar
pseudo-minimum and at the absolute one are quite similar.
The latter spectra are, on the average, slightly blue-shifted,
confirming the trend highlighted for uracil.15

Thymine. The computed spectrum of thymine shows a first
small peak at B1.2 eV (B1000 nm), followed by a band,
covering the range 1.5–2.5 eV (800–500 nm) and peaking at
B2 eV (B650 nm). We then find a peak at B3 eV (B400 nm) (a
shoulder for the planar minimum), preceding a very intense
ESA band at higher energy. The computed spectrum is consis-
tent with the experimental ones, measured for a substituted
thymidine in the 350–720 nm range at different times in ref. 59
and reproduced for the reader’s convenience in Fig. S11 of the
ESI.† Especially in the fs- and ps-timescale, they exhibit a band
at B400 nm preceding a broad band, rising at B500 nm and
peaking at B700 nm, very close, however, to the limit of the
observation window.

Cytosine. For cytosine, our calculations predict a rather
weak and broad absorption between 1 eV and 2.5 eV, with a
first band peaking 1.2 eV (at 0.9 eV for the ‘planar’ structure),
followed by a band starting above 2 eV (B620 nm) and peaking
at B2.5 eV (500 nm). Then, two strong bands are obtained at
3.2 eV (400 nm) and 4.5 eV (275 nm) in the planar minimum.
Our predictions seem to agree with the available experimental
data, which cover the range between 350 and 700 nm, con-
sidering that cytosine emits at 350 nm, and therefore a com-
parison with our ESA is difficult in that region. In the 2-
dimensional experimental spectrum of a substituted cytidine,
reported in the ESI of ref. 58 and reproduced for the reader’s
convenience in Fig. S12 of the ESI,† a weak and broad band,
with shallow maxima at B500 and B600 nm is indeed present,
more visible in the sub-ps timescale.

Adenine. The most prominent peak in the spectrum com-
puted for adenine falls at B1.8 eV (690 nm) and is followed by
another peak at B2.2 eV (560 nm). At higher energies, a broad
band peaking above 3.0 eV (B410 nm) is found. Also in this
case, the computed spectrum is consistent with the available
transient absorption spectra reported for a substituted adenine
in the 350–720 nm range at different times in ref. 59, and
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Fig. 8 Guanine. Upper panel: ESA at EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ and
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ levels in gas phase. Bottom panel: ESA at
CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory in gas phase and in chloroform
solution. The spectra in dashed line are enhanced by the factor indicated in
the figures. Geometry optimized in the gas phase enforcing Cs symmetry.
The vertical lines indicate the first ionisation energy in the gas phase (DSCF
at DFT level). HWHM = 0.0045563 hartree.
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reproduced for the reader’ convenience in Fig. S13 of the ESI.†
In fact, especially in the fs- and ps-timescale, it features a peak
at B400 nm and a broad band growing from l 4 500 nm up to
the limit of the observation range, at B720 nm. Interestingly,
we correctly predict the higher ESA intensity of adenine with
respect to thymine. On the other hand, the intensity of the
400 nm feature is underestimated by our calculations.

Guanine. Geometry optimization of the La state first leads to a
low-energy gradient (B0.001 a.u.) region where the distortion of
the planarity is rather small. The spectra computed at a repre-
sentative structure of this region is reported by the bold green
curve of the fourth panel in Fig. 10. For this ‘planar’ minimum of
guanine we then predict, below 3 eV, three bands of increasing
intensity, peaking at B0.5 eV, B1.8 and B2.6 eV (480 nm). They
are followed by an intense peak at 3.5 eV (350 nm). The ESA
spectrum computed in the non-planar minimum exhibits a first
peak at 1.2 eV, followed by two peaks at B1.8 eV (B690 nm). An
intense transition at B2.5 eV (490 nm) is then found. In the
experimental spectrum of a substituted guanosine, reported as a
2-dimensional plot in ref. 58 and reproduced for the readers’
convenience in Fig. S12 of the ESI,† we indeed find a broad band
in the 400–620 region, with a maximum at B480 nm. Moreover,
there is a very strong ESA band at B350 nm, which also agrees

with our prediction. We should again recall that in principle, in
this region, transient absorption spectra are also affected by the
stimulated emission (SE) signal. The good agreement with ESA
computations thus suggests that SE is rather weak. At the adopted
level of theory, a strongly distorted minimum is also found, where
the energy gap with S0 (2.4 eV) and the oscillator strength (0.06)
are small. It is not possible to assess whether this minimum
provides any contribution to the experimental TAS. It could be
considered representative of the contribution from the part of the
path close to the crossing region with S0, where there is a strong
mixing between np* and pp* transitions. The ESA computed in
this structure (see Fig. 10 dashed green line), indeed shows a very
broad, multi-peaked band with a maximum around 1.5 eV

Finally, we note that the computed spectra exhibit an
extremely small dependence on the solvation regime (equili-
brium vs. non-equilibrium)25,48,61 used in the PCM/TD-CAM-
B3LYP calculations (see Fig. S23, ESI†)

4 Concluding remarks

We have carried out a thorough exploration of the absorption
spectra of the four DNA bases, in the gas phase and in the low-
polarity solvent chloroform, resorting to three single reference
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Fig. 9 Guanine. Upper panel: ESA at EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ and EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ levels in gas phase. Bottom panel: ESA at CAMB3LYP/
aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory in gas phase and in chloroform solution. The spectra in dashed line are enhanced by the factor indicated in the figures.
Geometry optimized in the gas phase enforcing Cs symmetry. The vertical lines indicate the first ionisation energy in the gas phase (DSCF at DFT level).
HWHM = 0.0045563 hartree.
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quantum mechanical methods: EOM-CC3, EOM-CCSD and TD-
CAM-B3LYP. Our main focus was the calculation of the ESA
spectra, which is fundamental for the assignment and the
interpretation of the pump and probe spectra.

The three investigated methods provide similar shapes for
the OPA spectra, which are also in good agreement with those
obtained with other multi-reference QM methods.13,26 As a rule
of thumb, EOM-CCSD spectra are, more or less uniformly, blue-
shifted by 0.2–0.3 eV with respect to the EOM-CC3 ones, which
are very close to the CAM-B3LYP ones. The largest quantitative
discrepancy between EOM-CC3 and CAM-B3LYP OPA spectra is
found for cytosine and it is smaller than 0.25 eV. The spectra
are consistent with the available experiments, apart from a
moderate shift in the position, generally smaller for EOM-CC3.
However, it should be remarked that a direct comparison is not
trivial (see Section S1.3, ESI,† for a more detailed discussion).

The ESA spectra computed in the gas phase by EOM-CC3,
EOM-CCSD, and TD-CAM-B3LYP are also in nice agreement, for
both pp* and np* states. In particular, EOM-CC3 and TD-CAM-
B3LYP are, in general, quite close, most of the predicted peaks
being within 0.1 eV. The predicted spectral shapes are also
compliant with the RASPT2 results, which are available for pp*
states only.13 This result, together with the similarity between
EOM-CC3 and EOM-CCSD results, indicate that the role of
double excited states is rather limited, at least in the investi-
gated energy window (0–3.5 eV). The ESA spectra of the con-
sidered np* states, are, in general, less intense than those of the
pp* states, but, interestingly, their contribution cannot be
safely neglected. Moreover, it should be highlighted that while

the pp* and np* are decoupled by symmetry in Cs, they can mix
at non-planar geometries like those visited in the path toward
the CoI with the ground electronic state. Whereas we computed
the ESA at the non-planar lowest-energy state minima, full
characterization of the ESA along the entire path would be
more computationally demanding.

In this respect, it is comforting that the present data provide
an important validation of the less computationally-demanding
TD-CAM-B3LYP approach, which yields spectra very close to
those of EOM-CC3 and in good agreement with the RASPT2
ones. This outcome can pave the way to the study of larger
oligonucleotides, which, at the moment, can only be tackled at
the TD-DFT level. Already for a dinucleotide, the number of
excited states to be considered, even in a small energy window,
strongly increases, making brute force approaches unfeasible
for wavefunction-based QM methods. On the other hand, as
discussed above, the use of purposely tailored procedures (e.g.,
a ‘wise’ selection of the active space) is more difficult for non
‘symmetric structures’ and could it make difficult to obtain a
well-balanced description in all the regions of the PES. Yet, very
encouraging results on the treatment of larger systems, includ-
ing solvated systems, with CC accuracy come from the latest
advances in multilevel coupled cluster theory.62–65

Another interesting feature of TD-CAM-B3LYP is the rela-
tively small dependence of the computed spectra on the size of
the basis set. As shown in the ESI,† the spectra obtained at the
TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d) level are fairly similar to the ones
reported here, but for a moderate, almost uniform, blue-shift.
It is, however, clear that a small basis set would make it
impossible to study Rydberg transitions and, in general, addi-
tional tests may be needed to definitively assess the reliability
of TD-CAM-B3LYP. Once validated the accuracy of TD-CAM-
B3LYP/aug-cc-pvdz calculations in the gas phase, we have
exploited this method in the subsequent part of our study,
focused on chloroform solution. Based on our experience,61 a
continuum model as PCM should be sufficient to reproduce
solvent effect in such non hydrogen-bonding solvent. Inclusion
of solvent effect has a rather small, though visible, effect on the
spectra. The spectral shapes are similar to those computed in
the gas phase and the peaks are only slightly shifted (usually
r0.1 eV). On the other hand, the lowest energy np* states are
relatively destabilized in chloroform by 0.3–0.4 eV with respect
the bright pp* states. As a consequence, solvent could have an
important ‘indirect’ impact on the computed TAS, by simply
modifying the population transfer between the bright and dark
excited states.

In the last part of our analysis, we have computed, for all the
four DNA bases, the ESA from the minima of the lowest energy
pp* states in order to compare our predictions with the avail-
able TAS spectra in chloroform. Always keeping in mind all the
caveats discussed in the preceding subsection, our computed
spectra are fully consistent with the experimental ones, for
what concerns the position and the relative intensity of the
large majority of the peaks. Taken together, the data reported
here provide very encouraging indications on the possibility of
computing and assigning the ESA spectra of medium size
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Fig. 10 CAMB3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ ESA in chloroform solution (equili-
brium PCM) from the pp* state at the ‘planar’ pp* constrained minimum
(purple curves) and the absolute pp*-minimum (green curves) of all four
nucleobases. The dashed green curve reports the spectrum of a strongly
distorted minimum found for Gua (see text for details). A vertical dashed
line indicates the estimated value of the first ionization energy in the
excited state obtained as IE of the ground state minus the energy of pp*
computed for planar structure. HWHM = 0.0045563 hartree.
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molecules, not only in the gas phase but also in solution. It is
clear that many challenges are still ahead (inclusion of vibronic
effects, of explicit solute–solvent interactions, direct simulation
of TAS spectra, just to name a few). Moreover, additional
benchmark tests would be desirable, for what concerns espe-
cially the high energy region, where it could not be possible to
discard the role of double excited states. However, it seems
that, at least in the visible, the computation of the ESA of
oligonucleotides in solution is now at hand.

Finally, we presented a preliminary test on thymine of the
applicability of a MOM-TDA based approach to the computa-
tion of ESA. The results (reported in ESI†) were noticeably
different from those obtained from quadratic-response TD-
DFT, which definitely calls for a future, more in-depth, analysis.
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